
 

 

TEMPLATE FOR LOLOC MINUTES 

 

ATTENDEES AND APOLOGIES  

Attendees: Liz, Susan, Anna, Pam, Elaine, Frances, Jennie, Jude, Melissa 

 

Apologies: Jocelyn, Felice, Aleine, Anne, Alixx 

 

Next meeting: June 4--probably at Spiral 10-3, (see below AOB) bring food to share  

Chair: Jude; Minutes: Frances 

Note: this meeting will include a 3 hour design workshop with architect, either am or pm, 
depending on her availability. 

ACTIONS 

ALL 

All—send a personal paragraph with unique capabilities to Liz and Anna for use in “sidebar of 
pride” section of USP 

All—reach out to BME friends to see how we might increase diversity of group. 

SUB-GROUPS 

P & D: complete and submit application form for bid to Locality for money/time. 

INDIVIDUALS] 

Frances to arrange to meet new members as a group, and invite other members to come along to 
help. 

Liz—to set up her standing order to LOLHC 

Liz--to speak to Femi about cost and availability for running group process workshop.  

Anna & Liz--to contact Tony from START. 

Anna & Liz—to continue with USP drafting and bring back to group. 

Jude--to follow up with AK and CDS to get list of possible developers. 

Pam, Anna and Jennie--to get together to come up with ideas for film and come back to the group. 

Jude--to complete the forms to register our interest in land and submit to relevant LAs. 



 

 

UPDATE ON ACTIONS FROM LAST MEETING 

OWCH visit—Frances and Melissa have not been able to find a contact, so will visit informally. 

Other visits—account of Berlin visit is on website. Others yet to be completed: update next 
meeting 

Finance, Film, Legal—all ongoing: update next meeting 

REPORT BACK FROM SUBGROUPS 

 

MEMBERSHIP AND COMMUNICATIONS 

Membership—Frances to join this group 

New members: several women have applied to join.  Action: Frances undertook to arrange to 
meet them as a group, and invited other members to come along to help. 

Discussion on how to increase the diversity of the group. Efforts to reach out to BME women not 
successful so far. General feeling that personal contact was probably what was needed. Various 
members offered to contact BME friends to discuss how to proceed. 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

Meeting with Locality—met with Naomi Diamond (ND) to discuss how to put together a bid for 
allocation of the money/time that we have been granted. A draft plan has been generated, 
including a design workshop with Anne Thorne, meetings with ND on constitution and business 
model and Anna Kear (AK) on navigating the cohousing process, and a group process facilitation 
meeting. 

 The design workshop (3 hours) has been scheduled for our next meeting in June. 

 Group process workshop provisionally in August. Discussion as to whether possible to 
change this, due to summer. Susan to check on whether dates booked with ND can be 
changed to accommodate moving this workshop to later in the year. 

 Still need to confirm who will run group process workshop. Action: Liz to speak to Femi 
about cost and availability (we have budgeted £500). 

 Have budgeted £300 towards production of film (see below). 

Action: P & D to complete the application form and send in to Locality.  

GLA Hub update—Jude has spoken to Maja, who is leading on creation of Hub for the Major’s 
office. Generally positive, once it’s online, but will not be up and running for at least another 6 
months. We should stay in contact, as once they exist, will be useful as means of putting LOLHC on 
radar. Meanwhile, we should register for land (see below). 

Funding options—Jude pointed out that this was a complicated area, and we would need help to 
understand the pros and cons of different options. Action: Jude to follow up with AK/CDS to get 
list of possible developers and more information. 



 

 

Registering interest in land—this is something we need to do so that LAs are aware of us. The 
application process is (of course) Byzantine, and differs from one Borough to another. We meet 
the eligibility criteria for Waltham Forest (home owners only! But this is just to get on their list), 
Hackney, Haringey, Islington, Enfield, Redbridge and (I think) Camden.  Action: Jude to complete 
the forms and submit. 

Redevelopment of St Ann’s site (START)—we have had a response from START. They are 
interested in us, but their terms would be that we would have to buy some units at market value. 
During discussion, several concerns were raised about this development: size (we would struggle 
to be heard organisationally, we would be living with 2-3k people); cost (could we afford market 
value); mixed community (lots of children/teenagers, for example); ambience (different view 
expressed about atmosphere of site). Agreed worth exploring nonetheless. Action: Anna & Liz to 
contact Tony from START. 

LEGAL AND CONSTITUTION 

Deferred to next meeting 

POLICY DISCUSSIONS [ IF THERE ARE ANY] 

USP—further amendments were agreed following discussion. Agreed that needed more of the 
personal stories of the group—possibly in another, longer, version of the document. Actions: All—
send a personal paragraph with unique capabilities to Liz and Anna for use in “sidebar of pride” 
section of USP. Anna & Liz to collate, revise, and revert to group. 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

Meeting venue—some felt that the atmosphere of the meetings was affected by the size of the 

room. Bigger was better: if we could not use the larger room at Spiral for next month’s meeting, it 

could be held at Susan’s again, subject to some people bringing extra chairs. 

Film—the group watched Tonic’s film and anther from a Health group. We agreed that a short film 

(which we’ve budgeted £300 towards in the Locality bid) would be a good way of getting us 

noticed by the people we need to influence. The focus should be on what makes us different 

(cohousing, pioneering lesbian group) and on what we will do that is attractive to LAs—save them 

money… Action: Pam, Anna and Jennie to get together to come up with ideas and come back to 

the group. 


